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Abstract

Tiered discounts introduce multiple threshold levels where the discount 

amount increases as spending increases.

Example:

This research investigates how dollar thresholds and increments between 

thresholds in tiered discounts act as anchoring cues that alter consumer 

spending. 

Conceptual Development

➢The vast majority of shoppers hunt for promotions (National Retail Federation, 2018)

➢A number in a promotion can act as an anchor and increase spending (e.g., 

Biswas & Burton, 1993; Huang, 2016, Wansink et al. 1998)

➢ But how do consumers respond when shown multiple price anchors 

simultaneously within a single promotion?

➢We investigate which threshold(s) in a tiered discount become influential 

anchors and why.

Key Findings

Tiered discounts with smaller increments between thresholds lead to higher 

spending.

➢This is because consumers tend to focus on the highest tier when the 

increments are small (vs. large)

➢This effect disappears when the entire tiered promotion range is not 

high enough (i.e., the highest threshold is easily reachable).

Study 1
A cake shop in a college town ran two different tiered promotions across two 

weeks. We compared receipt size across the two weeks.

Week 1 Promotion (small increment):

Spend $15+, receive 20% off

Spend $25+, receive 25% off

Week 2 Promotion (large increment):

Spend $10+, receive 15% off

Spend $30+, receive 30% off

Results: People spent significantly more in Week 1 when the 

increment between thresholds was small (p < .05).

Study 2
Students imagined they were shopping for clothes at a campus store that was 

offering a tiered discount with three thresholds.

➢ Design: 2 (increment size: small ($25), large ($75)) 

x 2 (middle tier: low ($100), high ($200))

➢ DV: Willingness to pay (WTP)  

Results:

➢ When the middle tier was low ($100), increment size did not 

matter. Small vs. large increment (NS); Small vs. control (NS); 

Large vs. control (NS)

➢ When the middle tier was high ($200), increment size did

matter. 

Small vs. large increment (p < .05); Small vs. control (p < .05)
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